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Phenological information can be obtained from different sources of data. For instance, from

remote sensing data or products and from models driven by weather variables. The former

typically allows analyzing land surface phenology whereas the latter provide plant phenological

information. Analyzing relationships between both sources of data allows us to understand the

impact of climate change on vegetation over space and time. For example, the onset of spring is

advanced or delayed by changes in the climate. These alterations affect plant productivity and

animal migrations.

Spring onset monitoring is supported by the Extended Spring Index (SI-x), which are a suite of

regression-based models for key indicator plant species. These models (Schwartz et al. in 2013)

are based on daily maximum and minimum temperature from the first day of the year (January

1

st

). The primary products of these models are the timing of first leaf and first bloom, but they also

provide derivative products such as the timing of last freeze day and the risk of frost damage day

(damage index) for each year. This information helps to understand if vegetation could have

suffered from environmental stressors such as droughts or a late frost events. The effects of

environmental stressors in vegetation could be captured by the false spring index, which relates

the first leaf day and the last freeze day. Moreover, this information could be used to understand

plant productivity as well as to evaluate the economic impact of climate change.

Previous works studied the relationship between remote sensing and plant level products by

means of spatial-temporal analysis between Gross Primary Production (GPP) and a spring onset

index. However, they did not consider the possible impact of false spring effect in these

relationships. Here, we present a spatial-temporal analysis between GPP and the damage index to

better understand the effect of false springs (in annual gross photosynthesis data). The analysis is

done for the period 2000 to 2015 over the contiguous US and at spatial resolution of 1 km. We

used the MODIS annual sum of GPP and the damage and false spring indices derived from the SI-x

models.
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